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How would you like to get rewarded for making healthy choices? If you have
registered for Go365, then you can!
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This incredible wellness benefit is provided by Hydraflow for all employees
and their dependents who are enrolled in our medical plan. The more points
that you accrue, the more “bucks” you have to spend in the Go365 virtual mall. You can use your bucks to
purchase a wide array of gift cards from Amazon, Southwest Airlines, Starbucks, Apple, AMC, Home Depot,
Target, Ruth Chris Steakhouse, Panera, and more! The bucks can also be used to purchase Fitbits,
Samsung Galaxy watches, workout apparel … even mountain bikes!
Once you log into your account, you can sync up your wearable like a Fitbit or Apple Watch or connect to an
app like Samsung Health or Apple Health to track your daily steps. By opening the Go365 app once a day
your steps will update on the app and you will earn points. You will receive 500 points the first time you
connect!
Have you recently been to the dentist, donated blood, received a CPR certification, participated in an athletic
event, or received a flu shot or COVID vaccine? Upload proof of any of these within 90 days for additional
points. You can earn 500 points for completing a Health Assessment, and an extra 500 points if it’s your first
time completing one! Have you verified a workout this year by uploading a selfie of yourself at the gym or
working out at home? That’s an additional 750 points for the first verified workout and 10 points a day
thereafter! Prizes in the mall start at 1,000 bucks!
If you haven’t participated in a Go365 Challenge yet, why wait?! The August step challenge will take place
from Monday, August 15th through Sunday, August 21st. By registering for the individual step challenge you
will earn 210 points. There will be raffle prizes and additional bucks awarded for participants based on their
average daily steps:
Under 8,000 steps a day = $500 bucks
8,001 - 10,000 = $1,000 bucks
10,001 - 14,000 = $1,500 bucks
14,001 - 18,000 = $2,000 bucks
Greater than 18,000 steps a day = $2,500 bucks
Be sure to take advantage of the benefits before the plan renews on October 1st and our points and status
will reset! Don’t be alarmed… 10% of your points carry over to the new plan year so the more you earn now
the better off you are next year! Bucks will not expire, so you can keep earning and shopping!
If you have not already registered, go to www.Go365.com today! Please see Human Resources if you need
assistance with your member ID number or additional resources including directions on sync’ing devices to
your app.
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MEET OUR NEW HIRES
Andrew Raya – Engineering
Andy Tran – Quality
Benjamin Gonzalez – Hose Manufacturing
Brando Leslie – Engineering
Chad Derrick – Hose Manufacturing
Cruz Guerrero – Shipping
Daisy Lazaro – Clamshells
David Knight – Machine Shop
Diego Jimenez - Molding
Graciela Sosa – Marking/Bagging
Joel Becerra—Industrial Engineer
Joseph Oh – Machine Shop
Karla Avila – Accounting
Luzberzi Gaspar – Clamshells
Maira Acevedo – Marking/Bagging
Man Vo – Machine Shop
Ricardo Torres – Machine Shop
Tyler Brozzoski – Shipping

REHIRES:
Andy Salitre - IT
Anthony Sybunroeung – Production Floor
Patrick Acuna – Production Control

The following employees received 100% on their exam (Q2 2022)
Adda Gutierrez (Scale/Hand Counter )
Aldo Martinez (Solder Inspector /Oper ator )
Arturo Becerra (Scale/Hand Counter )
Bradley Haskell (Quality Delegate Re-evaluation)
Charlie Shin (Scale/Hand Counter )
Claudia Hernandez (Scale/Hand Counter )
Eduardo Jimenez (Tack Welding Oper ator )
George Chavez (Hose Pr essur e Test/Oxygen Clean)
Gloria Cotero (Clamshell)
Hailey Seanz (Quality Delegate)
Jessica Takahashi (Quality Delegate)
Jordan Reints (Scale/Hand Counter )
Jose Milton Pena (Quality Delegate Re-evaluation)
Martin Pasillas (Pur chasing/Pr oduction Contr ol)
Michelle Clewley (Swaging Flanges)
Mitchel Aylouche (Quality Delegate Re-evaluation)
Natalie Rodriguez (Quality Delegate Re-evaluation)
Perla Portillo (Quality Delegate Re-evaluation)
Pragna Patel (Electr ical Test Oper ator )
Rony Molina (Solder Oper ator )
Rudy Pena (Cr imping | Hose Pr essur e Test/Oxygen Clean)
Samuel Sanchez (Calibr ation | Inspection Re-evaluation)
Seferino Vargas (Scale/Hand Counter )
Tiffany Tran (Electr ical Test Oper ator )

Cindy Ayloush
Steven Kao
Helen Mata
Paul Navarro
Antoine Tran
Adda Gutierrez
Hoang Nhan
Devin Carcano
Roberto Rubio
Olga Hernandez
Tuan Nguyen
Vivian Lee
Kenneth Abbott
Danny Hency
Crystal Mata
Perla Portillo
Robinson Sioson
Ana Ruiz
Sasha Ayloush
Sandra Olivares
Sarah Harris
Juan Zamorategui
William Meng
Jose Pena

Hailey Seanz
Jack Dalke
Samantha Luna
Deborah Houston
Josh Kreis
Rony Molina
Ryan Ruvalcaba
Abel De La Torre-Ramirez
Aldo Martinez
Rudy Pena
Eduardo Jimenez
David Lopez
Sal Rojas
Mercedes Brown
Bradley Haskell
Peter Nguyen
Jasmine Torres
Linda Thurk
Michael Streavel
Benjamin Gonzalez
Xeomara Menchaca
Eric Navarro
John Olivas
Jazmin Villasenor
Rocio Lopez
Lan Nguyen

Sean Chhom
Gabriela Huitzil
Lorena Real
Monica Harrop
Angela Osorio
Yvonne Ayala
Cesar Gomez
Karla Avila
Natalie Rodriguez
Ivonne Hernandez
Ricardo Villegas
Anthony Sybunroeung
Alina Alvarez-Castro
Tiffany Tran
Andrew Kim
Mary Garcia
Jackie Granados
Karla Villanueva
Frederick Espinoza
Andy Palacios
Gabino Perales
Chad Derrick
Martin Pasillas

Hydraflow’s next Quarterly Luncheon
will be held on Friday, August 5th.
Get ready for some

Safety Attitude
By: ICW Group
A GOOD SAFETY ATTITUDE - You have been r eceiving advice about safety for year s. You have listened
to it at work, read it and watched television spots on it, but probably never thought about it much. You might even
think, “Injuries can’t happen to me.”
WHAT'S THE DANGER? - Injur ies can happen to anyone. Nobody is exempt. You can lear n this the easy

way by heeding advice, or you can learn it the hard way by dealing with a serious injury.
HOW TO PROTECT YOURSELF - So, what exactly ar e the elements of a good safety attitude?
FOCUS A good safety attitude means you focus on the task. How well are you concentrating on the job? If you
have other things on your mind, you may be distracted. And if you are bored, an unintentional slip is easy.
STRENGTH No, this doesn’t mean muscle strength. What it means is the strength to do the right thing, even when
you are under pressure to take shortcuts. A good safety attitude means you have the strength to stick with the

procedures.
TIME A good safety attitude means taking the time to do things correctly and using the right PPE. Is saving a few
minutes’ worth a lifelong injury? If you add up the life costs due to injuries, it is obvious that it is cheaper to do
the job the right way the first time.
RESPONSIBILITY If you care about yourself and your
co-workers, you will take responsibility even when a task isn’t
part of your job? A good safety attitude means thinking of

yourself as part of the team.
RISK We are all at risk. But you can weigh the risks of
performing a job a certain way. A one in a thousand risk is not
worth the possible cost. A good safety attitude means being
smart and avoid taking unnecessary risks.
FINAL WORD - Having a good safety attitude affects everyone
around you. Your life and relationships with others will be

positively influenced.

Pragna Patel won this
Quarter’s $100 Safety Lotto!

